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celeberty deathmatch with bishiboylover, alex Mccat me and the pokemon and inuasha crew, very
amusing
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1 - celeberty deathmatc inuyashacrew vs pokemon crew
celeberty deathmatch: inuyasha crew verus the pokemon crew.
(disclaimer i down't own inuyasha or pokemon or celeberty deatchmatch or bishyboylover for that
matter..i thinks she rather owns herself the same go's for alex)
celeberty deathmatch
hosts babs and bishyboylover
contestens inuyasha's side
inuyasha
kagome
Miroko
sango
shippo
kirara
pokemon
ash
brock
misty
tracy
pichachu? (or other pokemon)
referee: alex McCat

someone's voice: welcome to celeberty deatchmatch the show with unecesary violence and a lot of fun.
here are your hosts babs and bishyboylover.
auddiance: yaaaay *aplausing*
group of anoying fangirls: "who cares we want inuyasha!"
audiance plus hosts sweatdrops.
someone's voice: and ofcourse our very rules specific referee alex McCat!
spotlight on refree's enter but noone's there
every one sweatdrops.

Alex comes running in pulling up his pants ï was on the litterbox"
babs "to much information"sweatdrops
Bishyboylover ëxcatly"
Bishyboylover "well people we have a wonderfull show tonight don't we babs"
babs "sure we have bishy, lets go call out the contestents the inuyasha crew!"
Inuyasha and his crew climb in the ring.
Inuyasha "what is this place?"
shippo "i thinks it's some kind of show"
screaming fan girls
Sango looks around "where is miroko?"
*up in the hosts box miroko is holding bishy's hand* "will you bear my child?"
bishy and babs both sweatdrop*
alex "no hitting on the hosts!"
sango "let me handle it" * climbs to the hosts box and bashes miroko in the head with her boomerang
and drags him downstairs*
Babs "thats was predictable"
bishy nods "lets call out there enemies of the ring the pokemon crew!"
ash and his friends climb into the ring
ash looks to shippo "what kind of pokemon is that"
misty "look on your pokedex"
pulls out pokedex
pokedex "pokemon unkown"
Tracy "wow ash you discoverd a new kind of pokemon"
*inuyasha crew al sweatdrop*

Misty looks around "where is brock?"
*up in the hosts box brock is holdings babs hand who looks annoyed* "your the cutest girl i ever
seen"*looks to bishi who is laughing*
alex McCat "i said no hitting on the hosts!"
* misty drags brock down by his ear*
alex McCat "alright fight"
Babs "and there off"
ash "pikachu thunderwave!"
Pikachu "pika pika pi.." *is pounded into the floor by inuyasha's claw*
Bishi 'thats gotta be a pika auwie!"
* tracy grabs a pokeball* "go mer.."
Miroko "air void!" *tracy is sucked in*
Bishi "wow the pokemon crew has lost tracy in miroko's air void"
*pokemon crew al have comical sweatdrops*
ash "wats is a air void"
brock "beats me"
misty "go starmy'* throws out starmy
Kirir "growl"jumps on starmy and starts to play with it
*everyone sweatdrops*
babs "starmy gets played with?"
* kiara gives starmy one good wack and he ends against the wall*
AlexMcCat: "starmy is no postion to fight, the inuyasha crew has won round two"
Bishi "uhm alex thats the pokemon show"
*Alex McCat sweatdrops* "got carried away"

* everyone sweatdrops*
*sango throws her boomerang at misty but misses it hits babs instead knocking her out*
sango "oops"
*Bishi sweatdrops* "luckily she has a hard head*
*ash punches inuyasha in the face"
* inuyasha uses his sword to chop off ash his hand"
ash "aaaaah thats my pokeball hand!!"
Misty "ash! you stupid dog face!" * runs at inuyasha but trips over shippo who became scared and
turned into a statue*
*kagome kills her with a arrow* "thats for calling my sweet inuyasha a dog face!"
* everyone sweatdrops*
Inuyasha "kagome!"
Kagome "what?!"
Inuyasha "stupid girl why did you have to say that"
babs "eh..inuyasha and kagome started there own celeverty deathmatch aparantly
* looking at inuyasha and kagome who are arguing while the other of there's and pokemon crew have
sweat drops on them*
Bishi "it probely wont be lon until she says..."
kagome "sit!'
* inuyasha hits the ground*
bishi "sit"
Miroko, sango and shoppo shake there head.
*ash and brock have started to play cards"
alex "alright right already'

* brock and ash stand up*
* inuyasha stands up*
anoying fanggirls "we wil help you inuyasha!"*attack brock and ash and kill them*
* everyone sweatdrops*
alex McCat "and the winnars are the crazy fangirls!"
babs "wow wat a match
Bishi "you said it..but where are inuyasha and the others?"
babs "probely ran for the crazy fan girls"*giggles*
Bishi "well thats the end of celeberty deatmatch see ya later folks"

The end.
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